the fall of france, june 25, 1940
then moved to Bordeaux, to say that the American response was
not satisfactory, and requesting the formal release of France from
her obligations under the Anglo-French Agreement. The Cabinet
was immediately convened, and we sent a message, of which I
do not give the exact text, but I give the general substance—
Separate negotiations, whether for Armistice or peace, depend upon
an agreement made by Britain with the French Republic and not with
any particular French administration or statesman. They, therefore,
involve the honour of France. However, in view of all they have
suffered, and of the forces evidently working upon them, and provided
that the French Fleet is despatched to British ports and remains there
while the negotiations are conducted, His Majesty's Government will
give their consent to the French Government asking what terms of
armistice would be open to them.—It was also made clear that His
Majesty's Government were resolved to continue the war, altogether
apart from French aid, and dissociated themselves from such
inquiries about an Armistice.
The same evening, the i6th, when I was preparing, at M,
Reynaud's invitation, to go to see him, and I was in fact in the
train, I received news that he had been overthrown and that a
new Government under Marshal P6tain had been formed, which
Government had been formed for the prime purpose of seeking an
Armistice with Germany. In these circumstances, we naturally
did everything in our power to secure proper arrangements for the
disposition of the French Fleet. We reminded the new Government
that the condition indispensable to their release had not been
complied with, the condition being that it should be sent to a British
port. There was plenty of time to do it, and it would have made
no difference to the negotiations : the terms could hardly have been
more severe than they were. In order to reinforce the earnestness
with which we held our views, we sent the First Sea Lord and the
First Lord1 as well as Lord Lloyd2 to establish what contacts were
possible with the new Ministers. Everything was, of course,
fusing into collapse at that time, but many solemn assurances were
given that the Fleet would never be allowed to fall into German
hands. It was, therefore, " with grief and amazement," to quote
the words of the Government statement which we issued on Sunday,
that I read Article 8 of the Armistice terms.
This Article, to which the French Government have subscribed,
says that the French Fleet, excepting that part left free for the
1	Admiral Sir Dudley Pound, First Sea Lord ; Mr. A. V. Alexander, First Lord
of the Admiralty.
2	Secretary of State for the Colonies.

